
  
April    8,    2021   
 
Via   Electronic   Mail     

  
Hal   Simpson,   Federal   Chair   
Rio   Grande   Compact   Commission   
halsimpson28@msn.com     

  
Honorable   Patrick   R.   Gordon   
Rio   Grande   Compact   Commissioner   
State   of   Texas   
pgordon@gordonmottpc.com     
  

John   R.   D’Antonio,   State   Engineer   
Rio   Grande   Compact   Commissioner   
State   of   New   Mexico   
John.DAntonio@state.nm.us     
  

Kevin   Rein,   State   Engineer   
Rio   Grande   Compact   Commissioner   
State   of   Colorado   
kevin.rein@state.co.us     
  

RE:   Public   Comment   82nd   Annual   Meeting   of   the   Rio   Grande   Compact   
Commission--New   Voices   and   Leadership   Needed   to   Address   Adverse   
Impacts   of   Rio   Grande   Compact   Administration   on   Downstream   
Communities   and   Ecosystems   

  
Dear   Chair   Simpson   and   Commissioners   Gordon,   D’Antonio,   and   Rein:   
  

We   write   to   express   our   ongoing   concerns   regarding   the   adverse   impacts   of   the   continued   strict   
administration   of   the   1938   Rio   Grande   Compact   on   communities   and   ecosystems   along   the   Rio   
Grande.   While   we   understand   that   the   Compact   provides   certainty   to   some   water   users,   it   was   
negotiated   at   a   time   when   hydrologic   conditions   were   much   wetter   than   they   are   today   and   the   
full   spectrum   of   river   values   we   currently   understand   were   not   yet   widely   realized,   including   
recreational   and   tourist   economies,   habitat   for   aquatic   and   riparian   species,   cultural   significance,   
ecosystem   function,   quality   of   life,   and   clean   water.     
  

As   you   are   aware,   climate   change   is   reducing   flows   in   western   rivers.   Scientists   predict   that   Rio   
Grande   flows   will   be   reduced   by   25   percent   in   Colorado,   35   percent   in   central   New   Mexico,   and   
over   50   percent   in   southern   New   Mexico   and   Texas   by   the   end   of   the   century.   The   inequitable   
distribution   of   these   climate-induced   flow   reductions   are   due   to   the   operation   of   the   Rio   Grande   
Compact.   The   disproportionate   negative   impact   of   these   flow   declines   is   cumulative.   While   we   
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understand   that   below   average   flows   impact   the   entire   Basin,   communities   and   the   environment   
in   central   and   southern   New   Mexico   and   west   Texas   are   experiencing   disproportionate,   severe   
environmental   and   community   stress.   
  

It   is   not   acceptable   to   continue   and   exacerbate   historic   inequities   to   certain   regions   of   the   Rio   
Grande.   The   river   ecosystem   and   all   life   that   depend   on   the   river   year-round   below   Elephant  
Butte   Reservoir   have   already   been   completely   sacrificed   for   the   majority   of   the   year.   This  
sacrifice   will   only   become   more   widespread   and   severe   based   on   the   warming   climate   and  
inequities   under   the   Rio   Grande   Compact.   For   example,   this   year   it   is   predicted   that   the   irrigation   
season--the   only   time   the   river   flows--could   only   last   a   couple   of   months.   This   water   scarcity   
impacts   the   quality   of   life   for   communities   in   the   region   and   must   be   addressed.   Further,   
unsustainable   water   use   in   the   Basin   is   also   driving   regular   drying   of   the   Rio   Grande   in   central   
New   Mexico   and   as   the   effects   of   climate   change   become   more   keenly   felt   in   the   region   only   
more   widespread   and   frequent   drying   of   the   river   will   occur.   It   is   predicted   that   this   year   could   
result   in   the   drying   of   the   entire   150-mile   reach   of   the   Middle   Rio   Grande   through   Albuquerque,   
harming   the   ecosystem   and   cultures   of   the   region   as   well   as   possibly   extirpating   imperiled   
species   found   nowhere   else   on   earth.   
  

The   grand   bargain   reached   nearly   100   years   ago   in   1938   is   no   longer   equipped   to   ensure   that   the   
precious   waters   of   the   Rio   Grande   are   shared   for   the   benefit   of   all   life.   The   current   allocations   
and   use   of   the   Rio   Grande’s   waters   in   Colorado,   New   Mexico   and   Texas   are   not   sustainable   and   
do   not   take   into   account   the   needs   of   the   environment,   recreation,   and   tribal   and   traditional   
communities   throughout   the   Basin.   Other   western   rivers   basins,   like   the   Colorado   River   Basin,   
are   attempting   to   tackle   the   new   hydrologic   reality   of   river   flows   due   to   climate   change,   
reckoning   with   the   over   allocation   in   the   Basin,   and   looking   for   a   path   forward   for   the   basin   as   a   
whole.   While   this   process   is   imperfect,   there   is   at   least   incentive   and   leadership   to   be   proactive   
and   undertake   a   process   toward   long-term   solutions.   This   Commission   is   not   providing   that   
leadership   or   recognizing   its   important   role   in   defining   a   new   path   forward.   The   states   of   
Colorado,   New   Mexico   and   Texas   need   to   embrace   this   effort   to   reimagine   equitable   water   
allocations   in   the   Rio   Grande   Basin    as   a   watershed ,   not   as   individual   states.   
  

We   commend   the   Commissioners   agreement   over   the   years   to   provide   their   advice   and   consent   
on   some   of   the   suggested   short-term   solutions   to   keep   the   river   flowing   or   to   change   the   timing   
of   water   releases   for   environmental   and   other   benefits.   However,   these   are   just   that,   short-term   
fixes.   We   cannot   continue   to   bandage   the   symptoms   of   the   crisis,   but   rather   need   to   get   to   the   
heart   of   the   problem.   Old   ways   of   thinking   and   managing   water   are   failing   both   people   and   the   
environment.   The   arbitrary   political   boundaries   and   dividing   lines   are   all   part   of   the   problem   and   
it   is   time   to   blur   them,   experience   empathy   across   regions   and   cultures,   and   chart   a   new   course   
for   this   region.   
  

We   believe   this   starts   with   the   Commission   recognizing   that   it   is   part   of   the   problem.   The   voices   
in   the   room   are   the   same   voices   that   were   in   the   room   nearly   100   years   ago   when   this   flawed   
agreement   was   newly   forged.   The   social   landscape   is   changing   and   this   Commission   needs   to   
stop   insulating   itself   from   that   change,   embrace   it,   and   welcome   new   voices   and   ideas.   First,   I   do   
not   believe   a   woman   has   ever   participated   as   a   Rio   Grande   Compact   Commissioner.   It   is   the   year   
2021.   Second,   seven   years   ago,   when   I   attended   my   first   meeting   of   the   Commission,   there   was   
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no   public   comment   period.   I   had   to   request   a   public   comment   period   from   the   Chair   via   email   
and   even   then   my   time   speaking   on   behalf   of   an   environmental   conservation   group   was   limited   
to   2   minutes   during   a   meeting   that   lasted   nearly   8   hours.   Finally,   the   Commission   does   not   make   
it   easy   for   anyone   who   is   not   inside   the   club   of   water   managers,   to   be   notified   of   the   meeting,   
provided   the   relevant   materials,   or   have   a   centralized   location   for   engaging   with   the   
Commission.   While   each   state   provides   access   to   these   materials,   there   are   clear   transparency   
issues   that   make   it   difficult   for   more   inclusive   involvement   by   the   many   people   throughout   the   
Basin   that   are   impacted   by   the   decisions   made   at   these   meetings   and   at   many   other   points   
throughout   the   year   in   the   implementation   and   administration   of   the   water   allocations   under   the   
Compact.   
  

We   understand   that   these   are   systemic   problems   and   that   they   will   not   be   solved   overnight.   
However,   we   ask   the   Commission   take   the   following   steps   in   the   near   term   in   order   to   foster   
transparency,   better   meet   the   expectations   of   the   times,   and   welcome   new   voices,   new   values,   
and   new   perspectives   to   help   take   on   the   grave   challenges   facing   the   Rio   Grande   Basin,   its   
communities,   and   the   environment:   
  

1. Invite   the   submission   of   annual   reports   or   letters   from   communities,   non-profits,   
and   other   interested   parties    to   the   Rio   Grande   Engineer   Advisors   to   provide   unique   
perspectives   on   the   Basin   and   allow   different   voices   to   be   heard.   Allow   those   parties   
time,   as   is   provided   to   other   federal   agencies,   to   present   their   findings   during   the   annual   
meeting.   

2. Increase   transparency   of   the   Rio   Grande   Compact   Commission   by   creating   a   
dedicated   website   where   relevant   information   can   be   housed ,   including   the   contact   
information   of   the   current   Chair   and   Commissioners,   background   materials   on   the   Rio   
Grande   Compact,   historic   Engineer   Advisor   and   agency   reports,   meeting   notices   and   
agendas,   read-ahead   materials,   resolutions   (proposed   and   passed),   and   other   pertinent   
information   on   Compact   administration   and   history.   

3. Mandate   a   meaningful   public   comment   period   at   each   annual   meeting    and   invite   and   
encourage   interested   parties   to   voice   their   concerns,   ask   questions,   and   provide   their   
perspectives   on   administration   under   the   Compact.     

4. Ensure   communities   throughout   the   Basin   receive   Notice   of   the   Annual   Meeting   of   
the   Rio   Grande   Compact   Commission ,   including   but   not   limited   to,   issuing   a   press   
release,   using   social   media   to   advertise,   or   create   an   outreach   list   of   people   and   conduct   
outreach   to   community   groups   that   are   representative   of   the   varied   interests   in   the   Basin.     

5. Continue   to   broadcast   the   annual   meeting   via   Go   to   Meeting   or   other   web   
platforms --even   after   the   pandemic   is   no   longer   a   public   health   crisis--to   ensure   the   
opportunity   for   access   by   people   throughout   the   Basin.   

  
The   above-listed   steps   are   not   radical   or   revolutionary,   but   will   help   lay   a   foundation   of   more   
inclusivity   and   provide   acknowledgement   that   a   diversity   of   perspectives   are   valuable   to   finding   
a   new   path   forward   in   managing   an   incredibly   challenged   Basin.   This   is   not   the   first   time   we   
have   advocated   for   these   basic   principles   of   transparency   and   hope   that   the   states   will   engage   in   
this   exercise   in   the   coming   year.   
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Ultimately,   we   would   like   to   see   leadership   from   this   Commission   in   rethinking   how   water   is   
allocated   and   equitably   managed   to   benefit   the   entire   Upper   Rio   Grande   Basin   and   provide   a   
sustainable   path   forward   that   honors   all   values   from   irrigation   use   to   river   health.   We   are   all   in   
this   together.   The   sooner   the   states   and   their   commissioners   engage   collectively   for   the   benefit   of   
all   involved   the   more   likely   we   are   to   find   opportunities   to   reach   a   more   sustainable   future   for   
Basin   communities   and   the   environment.     
  

Thank   you   for   the   opportunity   to   participate   in   the   annual   meeting.   As   we   mentioned   during   our   
public   comment   at   the   meeting,   we   ask   that   you   include   this   letter   and   the   attached   petition   
signed   by   over   4,500   of   Guardians’   members   and   supporters   in   the   record   for   the   public   
comment.   Please   feel   free   to   reach   out   to   me   if   you   have   any   questions   or   would   like   to   engage   
further.   
  

Sincerely,   
  

  
  

Jen   Pelz   
Wild   Rivers   Program   Director   &     
Rio   Grande   Waterkeeper   
jpelz@wildearthguardians.org   
(303)   884-2702   
  

cc: Governor   Jared   Polis   (CO)     
Governor   Michelle   Lujan   Grisham   (NM)   
Governor   Greg   Abbot   (TX)   
All   Pueblo   Council   of   Governors   
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